
MOBILE SOFTWARE SALES PACKAGES
SF-3-T

Notes
1. The team reserves the right to reject priority queueing if our schedule is overloaded.

2. Requests for updates and maintenance may be given only two months after the initial 
publishing of the app. There must be a minimum one-month interval in between each 
request.

3. All prices are in Singapore Dollars unless specified.

 Name Software Descriptio
n

Update 
and 
Maintenan
ce 
Frequency

Price Yearly
Fee

Advertise
ments

Priority
Queueing

A-001 1 Android 
app.

On a 
request 
basis. First 
2 updates 
are free.
$28 per 
request 
afterward. 

$108.00 $5.99 By default. $38.00

A-002 1 Android 
app.

Monthly. $128.00 $8.99 By default. $28.00

A-003 1 Android 
app.

Regularly. 
Free 
inspection 
of software 
will be 
done 
weekly for 
three 
months for 
bugs.

$299.00 $9.99 By request. Free. 
Request 
must be 
tabled first.



PRIORITY QUEUE

Applications will take 3-5 working days to create, and depending on the platform, 2 hours to 10 
days to be published. We can speed up the creation process (NOT the publishing process) for an 
additional fee, according to the table above.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Banner advertisements are enabled by default in all applications. If you do not want ads in your app, 
please leave a tick [√] in the relevant box in form SF-1. An additional fee of $9.99 will be charged 
every six months for this service. All advertisement revenue will go to the developers. Customers 
who order package A-003 are entitled to 20% of the advertisement revenue.

GRAPHICS

We can provide application graphics (icons, backgrounds) for a small fee.

Graphics Price Notes

Icon (generic) $19.99

Icon (branded) $20.99

Background (generic) $21.99

Background (branded) $24.99

Navigation icons are standardised. An additional fee of $8.99 per set of 3 icons is required if you 
want custom navigation icons.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

For a fee, we can ensure that your app is right in the first few, maybe even first, result for any search 
team. Please contact our SEO specialist for further details.


